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一 、 Data Structures (5 0%) 
1 (15%) 
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lnsert a seq uence of keys (27 、 49 ， 17, 20, 61, 23, 92 , 33 ) into a data structure 出at has 

no keys in the beginn ing. The resul ts are dep icted as fo llows. Please answer the 

correspond ing data structure for (a), (b), and (c), respectively . 

2(>1 2fy 1 4( 9)1 /\ \ /\ \ /\\ 17 23 4 9 92 
17 23 3314992 33 27 17 23 / 21 26 33 

(a) (b) 

2. (2 5%) 
We know the red-black tree is one of many search tree schemes that 缸e

approx imate ly balanced in order to guarantee 出at basic dynamic set operations take 

O(lg n) time in rhe worst case . 

(a) (15%) P lease augment the red-black tTee to ma intain a dynamic set Q of numbers 

that supports the operation MIN-GAP, which gives the magnitude of the 

di tTerence of the two closest numbers in Q. For example, if Q={ 1, 3 , 9, 的， 18‘ 

22}, then MIN-GAP(Q) returns 2, since 1 and 3 are the two closest numbers in Q. 

Make lhe operations MIN-GAP as effic ient as O(但 n) where n is the size of Q. 

(b) (10%) Accord ing to the augmented red- black 甘白 i t is also possible to 

s imultaneously fi nd the two closest numbers that result in the minimum gap in 

O(lg n) time. Please explain how to do it? 

(背面仍有題目，請繼續作答)
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3. ( 10%) For the fo llowing applications (a)-的， please choose the 111 05t suitable data 

structure or algoriùun from the candidates (1 )-(9) to hand le them . We denote NÚ)=i if 

app lication 0') is matched with data structure or algorithm (i) where j ε 徊， b, c , d，已 η

and i E { 1, 2 , 3 ， 叫 6 ， 汀 ， 9 }. Please fi叫

(a) A network routing protocol in which the routing algorithm must determine a 

minimal spanning tree. 

(b) The process scheduler in an operation system that needs to dispatch proc~sses in 

the order of arriva l. 

(c) rhe dictionary look-up funclion that needs the index of words. 

(d) The maze problem that needs to keep lrack ofthe path visited . 

(e) The database query optimì zer thal needs the index of data records. 

(tj The databasc system that is used ìn a hospital in which the dala of patients 

accessed wi II be accessed again J'requently. 

(1) S{ack 

(2) Queue 

(3) Splay tree 

(4) B-tree 

(5 ) Red-Black tree 

二 、 Algorithms (50%) 

(6) Krusk剖 's algorithm 

(7) Dijk訂閱 ' s algorith.m 

(8) Topologica l sorting 

(9) Hashing 

4. (20%)Solvíngtherecurrence T(n)=2T(n / 2)+ n llogz n using0notation. 

5. ( 1 0%) What is an optimal Huffman cod~ for the following set of 企equencles :

a: 25 , b: 3 , c: 12, d: 16, e: 39,/ 5 , g: 13. 

6. (1 0%) Give a 0(V21gV+VE)-time algorithm to find the shortest paths between a11 

pairs ofvertices in a weighted and directed graph G=(V, E). 

/. ( 10%) Describe 個叫gori出血也肘， given n integers in the range 0 to k, 

preprocesses its input and then answers any query about how many of the n 

integers fall into a range [a... b] in 0 (1) time , where a, b ε{O ， l ，.. .，的. Your 

algorithm should use e(n + 的 preprocessing time. 


